Preparation of Pages.

Waterolor wash, wet on wet, blot, salt, alcohol, dry
brush, and toothbrush splatter. Tempra paint blended
with analogous colors, solid color, dripped, and
splattered, and stamped using found objects. Glue a
page with a map of a place you find interesting, and a
page of text that is full of words that you like. The
painting techniques may be duplicated of combined to
make interesting pages. Once the pages are dry and the
journal is put together you must write a page number
on each side of the paper in the lower corner of the
page.

AP and Art 3 Only

Create pages of lists (project ideas,
inspirational quotes, concentration ideas).

Five Steps of the Creative Process

Write these down in a creative way.

Make sure that you have most of these
pages in the next column. You should
have at least 10 pages that have been
altered. Glue an envelope on the back
page of the sketch book.

All of the sketchbook assignments must fill the page, and be completed
with either color or value. You may use any materials you like to
complete each assignment. When you use words the letters should be
carefully drawn and not just written in your normal handwriting. It
should take at least one hour for each assignment.
Sketch book Assignments

One assignment is due every two weeks. Specific due
dates are on the website calendar. You may do them in
any order, but you must put the assignment in the table
of contents and label which page is to be graded, or the
page will not be graded.

Shape Page

Divide the page into two sections, and label each
section. Have one filled with geometric overlapping
shapes, and the other with organic overlapping shapes,
then fill them in with colors, textures, and patterns.

Illustrate 4 words from the list, all
on one page.

Reach, Grow, Explore, Happy, Sad, Excite, Create,
Grieve, Support, Fear, or Solitude.

Create your alter ego as a super
hero.

Design a costume, logo on your costume, and name for
you as a super hero, and show your superhero using
your power

Graditude Page

On this page create a work of art demonstrating things
that you are thankful for. Remember the small things
too.

If I ruled the world…

Complete that sentence using no words just images.

Song Lyrics

Illustrate one of your favorite songs using no words
except the title of the song.

I regret…

Complete that sentence using no words, just images.

Body Part Study

Draw facial features (eyes, noses, ears, mouths), and
hands and feet. Draw at least a total of 20 images all on
one page showing value and details.

Found Poem

Glue a page of text in your journal. Find words that on
the page that when read will turn into a poem. Circle
the words of your poem, and illustrate the poem you
created over the words that you didn't use.

Collage

Glue images on a page to make a new picture. Then on
the next page draw or paint the images in a creative
way.

Scavenger hunt

Draw 9 squares on a page, and draw the following
1. Something from the year you were born.
2. Something that you found in your pocket.
3. A piece of trash that you picked up off of the ground
and threw away.
4. A used envelope.
5. Something metal.
6. Something plastic.
7. Something from nature.
8. Something with words on it.
9. Something small.

One subject various views

Find an object that looks different from different
directions. Draw 5 different overlapping views on one
page.

Dancing Card

Use a playing card for the body, and then tear paper to
create a dancing creature. After everything is dry go in
with pen and create texture, and details.

Create a page in honor of someone Use any materials or techniques that you like to create
who you look up to.
this.
Scribble a portrait

Use the reference diagram to sketch a portrait of
someone famous, or someone that you know. Then use
a pen and scribble details in the portrait to create value.

Finish a blot

Drop some watercolor on a page, then let it dry. Use
any materials other than watercolor to complete a
picture using the blot as a starting point.

Your journey

On the surface of the map create a page that represents
some sort of journey that you embarked upon during
high school. This should not be a literal journey.

Quote

Find a way to illustrate one of your favorite quotes.

Things I love

Title the page "Things I Love", and create a page that
represents this idea.

